Traceability production software

Abstract
With an industrial tradition of more than 120 years, this client is one of world leaders in the field of geotechnical and control of soil erosion with the production of galvanized iron wire, covered wire mesh and gabions.

Taipora prepared a system of traceability of finished product with which you can see the target of production lines (call ordered to be produced) and the quantities produced for all boil active on different lines.

From the supervisor of the situation is visible of the plant, and individual machines working in the situation of intermediate stores.

At each area you can see the code of the bubble in the course of working with the percentage of completion and data input materials and products output.

From a menu you can trace products in the following ways:

- selecting a lot is proposed a tabular view of its products;
- select a product code or description you can obtain lots used for production;
- selecting a customer you can see which products have been shipped and lots which were used to produce individual products.